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Abstract. We present a linear-time algorithm for computing all local
periods of a given word. This subsumes (but is substantially more powerful than) the computation of the (global) period of the word and on
the other hand, the computation of a critical factorization, implied by
the Critical Factorization Theorem.

1

Introduction

Periodicities in words have been classically studied in word combinatorics and
are at the core of many fundamental results [18,2,19]. Besides, notions and techniques related to periodic structures in words ﬁnd their applications in diﬀerent
areas: data compression [24], molecular biology [12], as well as for designing more
eﬃcient string search algorithms [11,3,5].
In this paper, we concentrate, from the algorithmic perspective, on the important notion of local periods, that characterize a local periodic structure at
each location of the word [9,8]. In informal terms, the local period at a given position is the size of the smallest square centered at this position. An importance
of local periods is evidenced by the fundamental Critical Factorization Theorem
[18,2,19] that asserts that there exists a position in the word (and a corresponding factorization), for which the local period is equal to the global period of the
word.
Designing eﬃcient algorithms for computing diﬀerent periodic structures in
words has been for a long time an active area of research. It is well-known that
the (global) period of a word can be computed in linear time, using the KnuthMorris-Pratt string matching method [16,4].On the other hand, in [3] it has
been shown that a critical factorization can be constructed in linear time, by
computing the smallest and largest suﬃxes under the lexicographical ordering.
In the same work, the factorization has then been used to design a new string
matching algorithm.
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In this paper, we show how to compute all local periods in a word in time
O(n) assuming an alphabet of constant size. This is substantially more powerful
than linear-time computations of a critical factorization and of the global period:
indeed, once all local periods have been computed, the global period is simply
the maximum of all local periods, and each such maximal value corresponds to
a distinct critical factorization.
Note that a great deal of work has been done on ﬁnding periodicities occurring
in a word (see [13] for a survey). However, none of them allows to compute all
local periods in linear time. The reason is that most of those algorithms are
intrinsically super-linear, which can be explained by the fact that they tend,
explicitly or implicitly, to enumerate all squares in the word, the number of
which can be super-linear. The closest result is the one of [17] which claims a
linear-time algorithm for ﬁnding, for each position i of the string, the smallest
square starting at i. The approach is based on a sophisticated analysis of the
suﬃx tree. The absence of a complete proof prevents the comprehension of the
algorithm in full details; however, to the best of our understanding, this approach
cannot be applied to ﬁnding local periods.
Here we design a linear-time algorithm for ﬁnding all local periods, based
on several diﬀerent string matching techniques. Some of those techniques (sfactorization, Main-Lorentz extension functions) have already been successfully
used for several repetition ﬁnding problems [7,21,20,13,14,15]. In particular, in
[13], it has been shown that all maximal repetitions can be found in linear time,
providing an exhaustive information about the periodic structure of the word.
However, here again, a direct application of this approach to ﬁnding local periods
leads to a super-linear algorithm. We then propose a non-trivial modiﬁcation of
this approach, that allows to ﬁnd a subclass of local periods in linear time.
Another tool we use is the simpliﬁed Boyer-Moore shift function, which allows
us to complete the computation of local periods, staying within the linear time
bound.

2

Local Periods: Preliminaries

Consider a word w = a1 ...an over a ﬁnite alphabet. |w| denotes the length of w,
and wR stands for the reverse of w, that is an an−1 . . . a1 . w[i..j], for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n,
denotes the subword ai ...aj provided that i ≤ j, and the empty word otherwise.
A position i in w is an integer number between 0 and n, associated with the
factorization w = uv, where |u| = i.
A square s is a word of the form tt (i.e. a word of even length with two equal
halves). t is called the root of s, and |t| is called its period.
Deﬁnition 1. Let w = uv, and |u| = i. We say that a non-empty square tt is
centered at position i of w (or matches w at central position i) iﬀ the following
conditions hold:
(i) t is a suﬃx of u, or u is a suﬃx of t,
(ii) t is a preﬁx of v, or v is a preﬁx of t.
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In the case when t is a suﬃx of u and t is a preﬁx of v, we have a square occurring
inside w. We call it an internal square. If v is a proper preﬁx of t (respectively,
u is a proper suﬃx of t), the square is called right external (respectively, left
external).
Deﬁnition 2. The smallest square centered at a position i of w is called the
minimal local square (hereafter simply minimal, for shortness). The local period
at position i of w, denoted LPw (i), is the period of the minimal square centered
at this position.
Note that for each position i of w, LPw (i) is well-deﬁned, and 1 ≤ LPw (i) ≤
|w|.
Any word w has the (global) period p(w), which is the minimal integer p
such that w[i] = w[i + p] whenever 1 ≤ i, i + p ≤ |w|. Equivalently, p(w) is the
smallest positive integer p such that words w[1..n − p] and w[p + 1..n] are equal.
The critical factorization theorem [18,2,19] is a fundamental result relating local
and global periods:
Theorem 1 (Critical Factorization Theorem). For each word w, there exists a position i (and the corresponding factorization w = uv, |u| = i) such that
LPw (i) = p(w). Moreover, such a position exists among any p(w) consecutive
positions of w.
Apart from its combinatorial consequences, an interesting feature of the critical factorization is that it can be computed very eﬃciently, in a time linear in
the word length [3]. This can be done, for example, using the suﬃx tree construction [4]. On the other hand, it is well-known that the (global) period of a word
can be computed in linear time, using, for example, the Knuth-Morris-Pratt
technique [4].
In this paper, we show how to compute all local periods in a word in linear
time. This computation is much more powerful than that of a critical factorization or the global period : once all local periods are computed, the global period
is equal to the maximum among them, and each such maximal local period
corresponds to a critical factorization of the word.
The method we propose consists of two parts. We ﬁrst show, in Section 3,
how to compute all internal minimal squares. Then, in Section 4 we show how to
compute left and right external minimal squares, in particular for those positions
for which no internal square has been found. Both computations will be shown
to be linear-time, and therefore computing all local periods can be done within
linear time too.

3

Computing Internal Minimal Squares

Finding internal minimal squares amounts to computing, for each position of the
word, the smallest square centered at this position and occurring entirely inside
the word, provided that such a square exists. Thus, throughout this section we
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will be considering only squares occurring inside the word and therefore, for the
sake of brevity, omit the adjective “internal”.
The problem of ﬁnding squares and, more generally, ﬁnding repetitions occurring in a given word has been studied for a long time in the string matching area,
we refer to [13] for a survey. A natural idea is then to apply one of those methods
in order to compute all squares and then select, for each central position, the
smallest one. A direct application of this approach, however, cannot result in
a linear-time algorithm, for the reason that the overall number of squares in a
word can be as big as Θ(n log n) (see [6]). Therefore, manipulating the set of
all squares explicitly is prohibitive for our purpose. In [13], maximal repetitions
have been studied, which are maximally extended runs of consecutive squares.
Importantly, the set of maximal repetitions encodes the whole set of squares,
while being only of linear size.
Our approach here is to use the technique of computing maximal repetitions
in order to retrieve squares which are minimal for some position. To present the
algorithm in full details, we ﬁrst need to describe the techniques used in [20,13]
for computing maximal repetitions.
3.1

s-Factorization, Main-Lorentz Extension Functions,
and Computing Repetitions

In this section we recall basic ideas, methods and tools underlying our approach.
The s-factorization [7] is a special decomposition of the word. It is closely
related to the Lempel-Ziv factorization (implicitly) deﬁned by the well-known
Lempel-Ziv compression method. The idea of deﬁning the s-factorization is to
proceed from left to right and to ﬁnd, at each step, the longest factor which has
another copy on the left. Alternatively, the Lempel-Ziv factorization considers
the shortest factor which does not appear to the left (i.e. extends by one letter
the longest factor previously occurred). We refer to [12] for a discussion on these
two variants of factorization. A salient property of both factorizations is that
they can be computed in linear time [22] in the case of constant alphabet.
In their original deﬁnition, both of these factorizations allow an overlap between a factor and its left copy. However, we can restrict this and require the copy
to be non-overlapping with the factor. This yields a factorization without copy
overlap (see [15]). Computing the s-factorization (or Lempel-Ziv factorization)
without copy overlap can still be done in linear time.
In this work we will use the s-factorization without copy overlap:
Deﬁnition 3. The s-factorization of w without copy overlap is the factorization
w = f1 f2 . . . fm , where fi ’s are deﬁned inductively as follows:
(i) f1 = w[1],
(ii) assume we have computed f1 f2 . . . fi−1 (i ≥ 2), and let w[bi ] be the letter immediately following f1 f2 . . . fi−1 (i.e. bi = |f1 f2 . . . fi−1 | + 1). If
w[bi ] does not occur in f1 f2 . . . fi−1 , then fi = w[bi ], otherwise fi is the
longest subword starting at position bi , which has another occurrence in
f1 f2 . . . fi−1 .
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Note however that the choice of the factorization deﬁnition is guided by the
simplicity of algorithm design and presentation clarity, and is not unique.
Our second tool is Main-Lorentz extension functions [21]. In its basic form,
the underlying problem is the following. Assume we are given two words w1 , w2
and we want to compute, for each position i of w2 , the longest preﬁx of w1 which
occurs at position i in w2 . This computation can be done in time O(|w1 | + |w2 |)
[21]. Note that w1 and w2 can be the same word, and that if we invert w1 and
w2 , we come up with the symmetric computation of longest suﬃxes of w2 [1..i]
which are suﬃxes of w1 .
We now recall how Main-Lorentz extension functions are used for ﬁnding
repetitions. The key idea is illustrated by the following problem. Assume we have
two words w1 = w1 [1..m] and w2 = w2 [1..n] and consider their concatenation
w = w1 w2 . Assume we want to ﬁnd all squares of w which cross the boundary
between w1 and w2 , i.e. squares which start at some position ≤ m and end at
some position > m in w (start and end positions of a square are the positions
of respectively its ﬁrst and last letter). First, we divide all such squares into two
categories – those centered at a position < m and those centered at a position
≥ m – and by symmetry, we concentrate on the squares centered at a position
≥ m only. We then compute the following extension functions :
– pref (i), 2 ≤ i ≤ n + 1 deﬁned by pref (i) = max{j|w2 [1..j] = w2 [i..i + j − 1]}
for 2 ≤ i ≤ n, and pref (n + 1) = 0,
– suf (i), 1 ≤ i ≤ n deﬁned by suf (i) = max{j|w1 [m − j + 1..m] = w[m + i −
j + 1..m + i]}.
Then there exists a square with period p iﬀ
suf (p) + pref (p + 1) ≥ p

(1)

[20]. This gives a key of the algorithm: we ﬁrst compute values pref (p) and
suf (p) for all possible p, which takes time O(m + n). Then we simply check
for each p inequality (1) – each time it is veriﬁed, we witness new squares of
period p. More precisely, whenever the inequality is veriﬁed we have identiﬁed,
in general, a series (run) of squares centered at each position from the interval
[m − suf (p) + p..m + pref (p + 1)]. This run is a maximal repetition in w (see [13]).
Formally, this maximal repetition may contain squares centered at positions < m
(if suf (p) > p), and squares starting at positions > m (if pref (p + 1) > p − 1).
Therefore, if we want only squares centered at positions ≥ m and starting at
positions ≤ m (as it will be our case in the next Section), we have to restrict the
interval of centers to [max{m − suf (p) + p, m}.. min{m + pref (p + 1), m + p}].
Clearly, verifying inequality (1) takes constant time and the whole computation
can be done in O(n).
To ﬁnd, in linear time, all squares in a word (and not only those which cross
a given position), we have to combine the factorization and extension function techniques. In general terms, the idea is the following : we compute the
s-factorization and process factors one-by-one from left to right. For each factor
fr , we consider separately those squares which occur completely inside fr , and
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those ending in fr and crossing the boundary with fr−1 . The squares of the ﬁrst
type are computed using the fact that fr has a copy on the left – we can then
retrieve those squares from this copy in time O(|fr |). The squares of the second
type are computed using the extension function technique sketched above, together with an additional lemma asserting that those squares cannot extend to
the left of fr by more than |fr | + 2|fr−1 | letters [20]. Therefore, ﬁnding all these
squares, in form of runs, takes time O(|fr−1 | + |fr |). The whole word can then
be processed in time O(n). The reader is referred to [20,13] for full details.
This general approach, initiated in [7,20] has been applied successfully to
various repetition ﬁnding problems [13,14,15]. In this work we show that it can
be also applied to obtain a linear-time algorithm for computing internal local
periods. This gives yet another illustration of the power of the approach.
3.2

Finding Internal Minimal Squares

We are ready now to present a linear-time algorithm of computing all internal
minimal squares in a given word w.
First, we compute, in linear time, the s-factorization of w without copy overlap and we keep, for each factor fr , a reference to its non-overlapping left copy.
The algorithm processes all factors from left to right and computes, for each factor fr , all minimal squares ending in this factor. For each minimal square found,
centered at position i, the corresponding value LPw (i) is set. After the whole
word has been processed, positions i for which values LPw (i) have not been assigned are those positions for which no internal square centered at i exists. For
those positions, minimal squares are external, and they will be computed at the
second stage, presented in Section 4.
Let fr = w[m + 1..m + l] be the current factor, and let w[p + 1..p + l] be
its left copy (note that p + l ≤ m). If for some position m + i, 1 ≤ i < l,
the minimal square centered at m + i occurs entirely inside the factor, that
is LPw (m + i) ≤ min{i, l − i}, then LPw (m + i) = LPw (p + i). Note that
LPw (p + i) has been computed before, as the minimal square centered at p + i
ends before the beginning of fr . Based on this, we retrieve, in time O(|fr |), all
values LPw (m + i) which correspond to squares occurring entirely inside fr . It
remains to ﬁnd those values LPw (m + i) which correspond to minimal squares
that end in fr and extend to the left beyond the border between fr and fr−1 .
To do this, we use the technique of computing squares described in the previous section. The idea is to compute all candidate squares and test which of
them are minimal. However, this should be done carefully: as mentioned earlier,
this can break down the linear time bound, because of a possible super-linear
number of all squares. The main trick is to keep squares in runs and to show
that there is only a linear number of individual squares which need to be tested
for minimality. As in [20], we divide all squares under consideration into those
which are centered inside fr and those centered to the left of fr . Two cases are
symmetrical and therefore we concentrate on those squares centered at positions
m..m + l − 1. In addition, we are interested in squares starting at positions ≤ m
and ending inside fr . We compute all such squares in the increasing order of pe-
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Fig. 1. Case where neither of inequations (2),(3) holds (subcase k > j)

riods. For each p = 1..l −1 we compute the run of all squares of period p centered
at positions belonging to the interval [m..m + l − 1], starting at a position ≤ m,
and ending inside fr , as explained in Section 3.1. Assume we have computed a
run of such squares of period p, and assume that q < p is the maximal period for
which squares have been previously found. If p ≥ 2q, then we check each square
of the run whether it is minimal or not by checking the value LPw (i). If this
square is not minimal, then its center i has been already assigned a value LPw (i).
Indeed, if a smaller square centered at i exists, it has necessarily been already
computed by the algorithm (recall that squares are computed in the increasing
order of periods), and therefore a positive value LPw (i) has been set before. If
no value LPw (i) has yet been assigned, then we have found the minimal square
centered at i. Since there is ≤ p of considered squares of period p (their centers
belong to the interval [m..m + p − 1]), checking all of them takes ≤ 2(p − q)
individual checks (as q ≤ p/2 and p − q ≥ p/2).
Now assume p < 2q. Consider a square sq = w[j − q + 1..j + q] of period q and
center j, which has been previously found by the algorithm (square of period
q in Figure 1). We now prove that we need to check for minimality only those
squares sp of period p which have their center k verifying one of the following
inequalities :
|k − j| ≤ p − q, or
k ≥j+q

(2)
(3)

In words, k is located either within distance p − q from j, or beyond the end of
square sq .
Show that one of inequations (2),(3) must hold. By contradiction, assume
that neither of them holds. Consider the case k > j, case k < j is symmetric.
The situation with k > j is shown in Figure 1. Now observe that word w[j + 1..k]
has a copy w[j − q + 1..k − q] (shown with empty strips in Figure 1) and that
its length is (k − j). Furthermore, since k − j > p − q (as inequation (2) does
not hold), this copy overlaps by p − q letters with the left root of sp . Consider
this overlap w[k − p + 1..k − q] (shadowed strip in Figure 1). It has a copy
w[k + 1..k + (p − q)] and another copy w[k − (p − q) + 1..k] (see Figure 1). We
thus have a smaller square centered at k, which proves that square sp cannot be
minimal.
Therefore, we need to check for minimality only those squares sp which verify,
with respect to sq , one of inequations (2),(3). Note that there are at most 2(p−q)
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squares sp verifying (2), and at most p − q squares sp verifying (3), the latter
because sp must start before the current factor, i.e. k ≤ m + p. We conclude that
there are ≤ 3(p−q) squares of period p to check for minimality, among all squares
found for period p. Summing up the number of all individual checks results in a
telescoping sum, and we obtain that processing all squares centered in the current
factor can be done in time O(|fr |). A similar argument applies to the squares
centered on the left of fr . Note that after processing fr , all minimal squares
ending in fr have been computed. To sum up, we need to check for minimality
only O(|fr−1 | + |fr |) squares, among those crossing the border between fr and
fr−1 , each check taking a constant time. We also need O(|fr |) time to compute
minimal squares occurring inside fr . Processing fr takes then time O(|fr−1 | +
|fr |) overall, and processing the whole word takes time O(n).
Theorem 2. In a word of length n, all internal minimal squares can be computed in time O(n).

4

Computing External Minimal Squares

In this section, we show how to compute minimal external squares for those
positions which don’t have internal squares centered at them. The algorithm
is based on the simpliﬁed Boyer-Moore shift function, used in classical string
matching algorithms [1,16].
Deﬁnition 4. For a word w of length n the simpliﬁed Boyer-Moore shift function is deﬁned as follows [1,16]:
dw (i) = min{ |  ≥ 1 and (for all j, i < j ≤ n,  ≥ j or w[j] = w[j − ])} .
In words, dw (i) is the smallest shift between suﬃx v and its copy in w. If v has
no other occurrence in w, then we look for the longest suﬃx of v occurring in
preﬁx of w. The function dw can be computed in O(n) time and space [1].
We will show that, given a word w of length n, all minimal external squares
can be computed in time O(n). Consider a word w and assume that the function
dw has been computed. Consider a factorization w = uv and assume that there
is no internal square centered at position |u|. We ﬁrst consider the case when
|u| ≥ |v|, and show how to compute the minimal right external square centered
at |u|.
Lemma 1. Let w = uv with |u| ≥ |v|. If there is no internal square centered at
i = |u|, then the minimal right external square has period dw (i).
Proof. First note that dw (i) > |v| must hold, as otherwise there is a copy of v
overlapping (or touching) the suﬃx occurrence of v, which implies that there is an
internal square of period dw (i) centered at i, which contradicts our assumption.
We now consider two cases. If dw (i) ≤ i,then there is an occurrence of v inside u
and therefore u = u0 vu1 for some u0 , u1 . It follows that there is a right external
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square centered at i with the root vu1 . This is the minimal such square, as the
deﬁnition of dw guarantees that u1 is the shortest possible.
If dw (i) > i,then v = v0 v1 and u = v1 u0 with |v1 u0 v0 | = dw (i). v1 u0 v0 forms
the root of a right and left external square centered at i. Again, the existence of
a smaller right external square would contradict the minimality requirement in
the deﬁnition of dw .
The case |u| < |v| is symmetric and can be treated similarly by considering
the inverse of w.
To conclude, all external minimal squares can be computed in time O(n),
for those positions which don’t have internal squares centered in them. We then
obtain an O(n) algorithm for computing all minimal squares: ﬁrst, using the
algorithm of Section 3 we compute all internal minimal squares and then, using
Lemma 1,we compute all external minimal squares for those positions for which
no internal square has been found at the ﬁrst stage. This proves the main result.
Theorem 3. In a word w of length n, all local periods LPw (i) can be computed
in time O(n).

5

Conclusions

We presented an algorithm that computes all local periods in a word in a time
linear in length of the word. This computation provides an exhaustive information about the local periodic structure of the word. According to the Critical
Factorization Theorem, the (global) period of the word is simply the maximum
among all local periods. Therefore, as a case application, our algorithm allows
to ﬁnd all possible critical factorization of the word. The main diﬃculty to solve
was to extract all shortest local squares without having to process all individual squares occurring in the word, which would break down the linear time
bound. This made impossible an oﬀ-the-shelf use of existing repetition-ﬁnding
algorithms, and necessitated a non-trivial modiﬁcation of existing methods. An
interesting research direction would be to study the combinatorics of possible
sets of local periods, in a similar way as it was done for the structure of all
(global) periods [10,23]. The results presented in this paper might provide an
initial insight for a such study.
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